FLEXI-DiP™ SAMPLING TAPES FOR RESTRICTED TANK APPLICATIONS

1 LITER SAMPLER
Model No. 1LTR-2.5X10LG

1/2 LITER SAMPLER
Model No. 1/2LTR-1.625X18

Nothing but the best.

MMC S (697)
MMC manufactures three sampling tapes for use with its range of vapor control valves. The model 2326R2562-100S9 is used with 4-inch "S" valves and 3-inch Mini "S" valves. The model 2326R2562-10018 is used with "A", "B", Micro "B" (MB), "U" and "U/B" valves. The model 2326R2562-10018M is used for the 1-1/2 inch Mini Micro "B" (MMB) and C38 valves. Each Flexi-Dip sampling system comes complete with tape, snap hook, specified sampler, brass sounding bob and appropriate vapor valve storage tube.

MMC manufactures a complete line of stainless steel zone samplers. Our model 1LTR-3.5X10LG is 1 liter and for use with 4-inch "S" valves. The 1LTR-2.5X16LG sampler is for the 3-inch Mini "S" valve. Also available are two 1/2-liter models: 1/2LTR-1.625X18 for "A", "B", "MB", F50, C50, "U" and "UB" valves, and 1/2LTR-1.375X18 for "MMB" and C38 valves.

MMC also manufactures a complete line of bottom samplers.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**ACCURACY OF TAPE READING:**
+/- 1/8 inch (+/- 3mm)

**APPLICATION:**
- Restricted sampling (1/3, 1/2 and 1 liter)
- Through MMC vapor control valve (see below)

**TAPE LENGTHS:**
- Dual marked 1000/30m, 1200/37m

**TYPICAL WEIGHTS W/O SAMPLER:**
- (reel, frame, tape, etc.)
- 100/30m for 1 liter sampling
- 9 lbs (4.1 kg)
- 100/30m for 1/2 liter sampling
- 10 lbs (4.5 kg) wo adaptor

**SAMPLERS:**
- All stainless steel construction as standard (brass optional)
- 1 liter - 3.5 x 10 lg; 1 liter - 3.5 O.D. x 10 lg - 4-inch "S" valve
- 1 liter - 2.5 x 16 lg; 1 liter - 2.5 O.D. x 16 lg - 3-inch Mini "S" valve
- 1/2 liter - 1.625 x 18; 1/2 liter - 1.625 O.D. x 18 lg - "A", "B", "U", Micro "B", F50 and C50 valves
- 1/3 liter - 1.375 x 18; 1/3 liter - 1.375 O.D. x 18 lg - Mini-Micro "B" and C38 1-1/2-inch valves

**PRODUCT CODE:** (typical) 2326R 2562-10018

**WEB SITE:** www.dmliefer.ru  info@dmliefer.ru